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Th'is handbook wag prepared by the
National Science Teachers Association
as'an account of Work.sponsored by the
United:Stateg Government. Neither the
United States nor the United Stafes,
Department of Eneity, nor any .of their
employees, nor any of their'contractors,
aubcontrac'tors, or their employeeg,
Makes any warranty, express or implied;
or assumes.any'legal liability'or res- 4

ponssibility for the accura67, complete-
ness,.or usefulness of any information,
apparatus, prdduct, or process disclosed,
or represents that its use Would not in-

#fringe.privateb; owned rights.
4

Copies of, this handbook:may,be.obtainedfrom:
6

U.S, Department of Energy
lTechnIcal Information Center

,

. P.O. Box 62 -

1:0ak Ridge, TN 1783O
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I.

Foreword

. ,
, ..

.

.

The,Ndtional Scien)ce Teachers, AssocIatibn
(NSTA)W5s, with,support from the Department. of
Energy (140E) and with thetelp of mghy teachers '''.

from alr over the country, built ur$ a wide
, offering on ehergy/environment/economics issups..

., Aese materigls a.ty designed to.fit into. the
,

I
,existing -c-giriculum and to enable teachers to
accomplish traditional tasks and teach about
these_itporeant,problems at the,stme time.

.
... .

Materials, of courseare hot enough. .We
must get them to theteachers., end, more frapor-

. tantly, convince teachers that they,can 1136 them,
. This calls-for workshops, and lots of workshops; ..

. Our hope is that this handbook for workshop
leaders willamplify this effort.

-.. .

\

1

1

If youkhqve ideas that will imioráve th
handbook or the materials, please let us ti
from You.

We'hope weIrkshOp leaders will use thit ha 4-
book to help teachers in all &fade levels and
teaching areas,take on,the crucial task of pre-
paring a generation of students forthe great -

transition theAvorld must make from inexpensive
and abundant fuels.to new forms of, and attitudes
about, energy. It is one uf the most iMportant
challenges that education will face in our life-.
time.

^

,

.:,

J hn M. Fowler
roject Director
Project for an'Energy-

- Enrichad Ctirriculum
.

NSTA -,
o

. 1742 %,onnecticut Avenue,.NW
Washington, D.C. 20009
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Orgcnization.of this Handboct*

.;

This handbook is designed to help teachers, supervisors,
leaders,-and in-service directors lead workshops in ,

energy education. It is based primarily on the materials
pro duced by the Project for an Energy-Enriched Curriculum
(PEEC). but can be modified for use with other materials.

Droduces these interdisciplinary materials on
e ert amvironment and economics under A contract from
the xtment of Entergy. ;

\'
*

The handbook consists of six chapters: ,

Chapter 1 Step-by-step methodS for:introtucing PgtC
instructional.materials-to wor shop par-
ticipants.

Chapter 2 A.complete lesson from otie of the, PEEC
packets, Energy_policy_:Nbi3O_104.xection?
This showi-idiffiiiii-t-i7-1-6-ibri-iffElaill
familiarize worksp.op participants with
the current situa.".ion.

,

Chapt;er 3-, Twb models for organizing workshops on
the interdisciplinary nature of energy.

Chapter 4: .FoUr models;for organizing a workshop on
-infulsing,energy topics ihto traditional,
teaching lyeas.

Chapter 5 A.model for organizing a workshop on
regionalizing existing lessons in the
PEEC packets.

Chapter 6 Worksh -planning aids, including a form
fpr workShop evaluation and a checklist
far setting up your workshop.

For a successful 14irkshop,' you will probably want to
focus on a -unilxing ther. Chapteris 3,4 and.5 present'
prkshop.models bAsed on\three themes: interdisciplinary

?approaches to teachihg energy; infusing energy ,opics into
traditional Areavand regionalizing energy edUcation
materials.

The workshop models inclUde flow,charts,.sugtted
time allotments an-d.masters for handouts or foi tr sparen-
cies for an overhead projector0 Masters for handouts and
transparencies are located at the end of each chapter. ,



. I Intrôdulcipg, the PEEC lackths

S.

I \

This'chapter piesents several ways of intro& Lng'the
PEEC packets to workshoP'partjtcipants. The preview of\the
curriculum units should take'about.one hour. There are\also
twoddeas for involving roups in'lesson reViews. Each of
these takes about an hour.

At the end of the chapter dre masters for handoutsjand
transparencies.

The material in this chaDter could constitute a sing.le
Wikshap, or work as.an introauctioA to a full-day workshop.

Transporency la
fiandodt la

10 minutes

9

;41

.

Show transparedcy of packet titles.
Then distribute copi s of brief descrip-
tio s of each. Mèngion'that th# NSTA-
PEEC material's ate leing ptinted and

' distributed free of charge by the U.S.
Department of Energ . Point out address
where teachers ake couraged to write°
for these itaterial.

Contents

1. Each packet is prga ized into clearly
structured divisiops. There is a
Teacher's Manual containing special
teaching information and techniques

S for each lessbn and a Student Guide
\ which prevides the materials students .

\will need to perform each activity:

2. The Teacher's Manual appeara-in the
/front of each'packet: The materials
/ in.the Student Guide may be easily

/ duplicated for distribution to -

students, .

,3. Each packet is a unit. Following a'
general introduction, the unit is
divided into lessons, each built:around
a related energy poncept.

4.

3

WM.

'

1.1



Tr.ansparency

_

)
20 minutes

10.

.4 itrtransparency ofla.kample page.
ach lesson has a simple\structure.

A concise overview precedes eaql
lesson. Following the overviey-ar3
these,t,eachiv, aids:,

suggestea tiWe allotment

spqcific learning objectives

background'information for te
teacher,)where necessaryi----

,

a list of materials needed for
studeat activitl'es

(to
- We suggest you have '.

teachers look at the
titles and,ileason
overviews for the
variety of student-
ceriterZY6.1essons.

,

suggested teaching strategies

suggestiona for extending the
learning beyond.theclatsroom

All lessons inolud ctivities'and
questions/that involv4 t e student in ,

'..pcqui"ring and proces ing information as
well as reinforcing the basic sk lls in
reading, listening, writing. and working

-with numbers..)
4

Activities"generally
,

accommodate the
wide range of indiv dual abilities.found

,

in most classrocims. 1

Activities generally involve critical
thinking. The student learns to weigh
evidence, make choice's among alternatives
predict trends and evaluate consequences.
Presented wifh e range of choices, the
student gains power in learning how.to

-learn.

Most student,activities require a large
amount of student participationwith
the teacher's role being that oVfacilitator.
All Of the activities can be modified and
adapted to meet individual student needs.

4
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10 minutes
to half hour .

.)1

Mord apout
the lepson

Handout la

You may wish tO
distribute copies
of the complete
list at this time.

11,

Important concepts are introduced
and.developed,in each lesson,

To'help students vaderstand these
concepts, most packets provide teaching
'lessons for both science and social
studies classes.

PEEC presents these concepts in ways
that will help students think about
the eperg inforMation put before them.

The major energy Concepts may be
summarized,under the following general
headings:

L. ENERGY IS A BASIC NEED

2. ENERGY USEFULNESS IS FINITE

3. ENERGY AND THEkENVIRONMtNT
ARE INTERRELATED

E;NERGY USE AFFECTS SOCIETY

5. ENERGY AND POLITICS ARE
CLOSELY LINKEI)

6: WHAT:IS IN THE FUTURE FOR
*ENERGY?

5



I.

Workinwith Concepts

4Handout lb Distribute copies of the complete
list ofl major energy concepes to group10 minutes ,participants. 1

Ask.teachers to think O.,f some' examples
of lessons or activities students par7
ticularly like doing., -

20 .mingtes Divide the group into "curriculum
,design", committees of two or three
teachers each. Have the committee choote
an'energy,concept and tailor hctivities
to it.

20 minutes Conclude with a.short report period.

Nt

10 minutes

Handout lc

20 minutes

20, minutes

"?

Working with Skill Development

This is a variation of the.idea
ab-ove. Instead of identifying activities
that support the teaching of particular
concepts, you will ask teachers to iden-
tify the study skill emphasis n one or
more of the lessons in a UEC,packet.

istribute duplicated copies of the
list ot-skills essential to every student's
education to,workshop participants. Then
divide,the grOup into "skill search"
committees of tWoor three teachers each.
Ask eachcommitteetp,identify specific
pages where skills arntroduced or
practiced in the lessons of a specific
packet. Have teachers write the page
numbers of the lessons beside the appropriate
skill on the skills list.

Conclude with a short report period.
Discuss the significance of skills develop-,
ment, and)how energy as a topic can help
students gain skill competency.

6
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Trdnsparency 1 a

PROJECT FOR AN ,ENERGY-El\q4,1\c'F4Ep CURRICULUI\A

Packet Titles:
0

How a Bill Bkomes alaw,to Conserve Energy
Agriculture, Energy, and Society ty.

. Energy,.Engines, and the Industrial Revolution
Transportation and the CO
The Energy We Use
Comrilunity 'Workers and the Energy They Use a

sEnergy and Trapsportatiocl
Mathematics in E9ergy,
U.S. EnergyPolicy,-- Which Dii*ticn? .

Energy Transitions in United States-History
Networks: Hoxi Energy Links People, Goods and SeAkei
Bringing Energy to the People: Ghana and the' U.S.
Enqly in the Global Marketplace
Two Energy Gulfs
WE :ern Coal: Boom or Bust?

Write. to:

U.S. 'Department of Energy
Technical Information Center
P.O.. Box 62
Oak Ridge, ,TN 373o

Natiohal Science Teachers Association.
1742 Conneclicut Avenue, N.4.
Washington, D.C. 20009

7



Transparency 1 b

a

2. Energy .Convertsto m m m

What? And it Why?

Overview One very important proraYty of energy is that al-most any form of energy can be converted into al-'most any other form. Changes in energy are most'useful Wien controlled. Mastery.of energy has
been the key to technological progress; it is whatmade the Industrial Revolution possible,. Unwiseuse of energy might be the key to humankind's
destruction.

The automobile, being familiar to all, is a good
example of a way in wliich changes in energy.:ave
been controlled and used:

Objectives The student should be able to:
. 1. Des,.1ribe the ehergy bonitersions that take

pla..:e in an automobile.

Time Allotme

2. Demonst,rate how stored chemical, energy can
be converted to heat energy.

.3. Demonstrate that heat endrgy can be ecter-ted into mechanical energy.
4. Give examples of energy conversions using

eVeryday thingg around them.

Two - three class periods

Parts 3 and of this lesson will need some specialmaterials. A list can be found at the beginning
of'each ofIthese parts.

4,Ditto copids of "Energy'Conversion:_21 Fact Sheet."Ditto copies of "Tracing the Energy Conversions inan Autorbobile.."

Teaching Ask Students when they last _used energy. Do theyStrategies have any idea how energy is used? '17494oenergy heat,light, eleoLricity, magnetipm? What is energyjany-
way7- (The, abili'ty to produce heat, Ajght, or ,podo work.) What has to happen before epergyAra&-beused to do work? (It often hds Co he changed into.,Inoth.er form.)

4

This samole
Energy, En

page
ines,

is_taken from the packet,
and the Industrial Revolution,

. 11

Thrcs B an 9.

13
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firdoutto

Free Classroom Materials on Energy

The instructional packets described below are available free
from:

U.S. Department of Energy
Technical Information Center
Box 52
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Please use the Stock Number, wher2 indicated, when orderirig.

The Enerv We Use
Gra es

4

An Introduction to energythat begins with student recognition
of common energy forms, and kogresses through important energy
sources such as the gun, wind, water,and fo'ssil fuels.
Stock No. EDM-1029

Communit Workers and the Endr The Use
Gra es

This uliit highlights "helpers" such as the oil deliverer; the
gas station attendant and the meter reader,' who are all f_nvolved.
in the delivery of energy, as well as the farmer and the baker
whose jobs are closely lined to energy.
.Stock No. EDM-1030

EneiminglIE52:1211
. UT.a es

Using classification activities, picture studies, and other de-
, velopment approaches, students learn about transportation in
the neighborhood, community, and nation.
Stock No. HCP/U 3841-001, ,

-

Networks: How Ener Links People, GOods, and Services
Gra,es , ,

Lessons include making models of electrical systems andr.naming
the interacting parts. In such lessons as "The Electrical
Energy System in. a.City," students learn about the importance
of sygtems and how we depend on the electrical systems in our
cOmmunity,

Two Energy Gulfs
(;rades 6,7

A comparative case,study of the energy ptentials in the Gulf
of Mexico and the Persian Gulf. Considers geography, geology,
climate, and production technology, as well as the effects of
oil production on the cultures of the two'regions.

9
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Brin Ener o the Peo e: Ghana and the. US .

Gra es

('mparing the energy uses .111 Ghana and its capitahcity, Accra,
with the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area, this unit considers
energy as a basiOneed in terms of climate, location, existing
and planned power sOurces, transportation systems, and life
styles.

Mathematics in.Enprgy
Grades.7,8

Middle sehool,students ideal with a wiIe range of energy problems
through the use of basic mathematical rocesses. Included aie
fraction's, decimals, graphs, converskons, statistics, and the
manipulation of energy units such as watts, calories, and joules.
Stock No. HCP/U 3841-002

Thansportation and the City
'Grades

Relkes transportation to energy use. Social studies lessonp'
.deal with transPortation'-systems and concepts of efficiency,
and with the effects of the automobile on the urban community.
Science lessons,apPly.supply and demand calculations to oil
resources and present some simple experiments which anticiPate
new transportation technoloiy.
StoCk'No. EDM-1031

Energy Transitions in United States HiStory.
Gra es 8T 5"--

Charts the growth of American energy Use. and traces the history'
of the major sources of energy in the O.S. Examines the past
interactions between man as an energy user and his environment, ?A

.and jnveStigates the futureof altérnative energy technologies..
Stock No. HCP/U 3841-004 (

..,,-

..Erergy , En ines :and the Industrial Revolution.

.Gra. es 8,

A natural theme at the .junior high level where th;'Industrial
Revolution is an important topic in U.S. hiStory and World

,

Geography bourses. The social studies lessons'focus on the
relation of.eneegy sources to the growth 'of cities and in-
dustry, inventors,and inventions, and the effects of the In-
dustrial Revolution on cities and pedple. Science lessons are
conberned with energy sources and ehergy conversions, wtth
special attention to the heat,engine,
Stock No. EDM-1052

10
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,

'Energy in the. Global Marketplace
Gra es , .0, 1

! .1
\

, .

Explores the roles,ofWenergy in World trade and in dirgloball
balance of poiaer. Examines the major energy "haves' end ' 4,
vhave-nots," and investigates the procesi'-by which nergy
prites'are determiried.

.

/

How a Bill BeComes a Law.to Conserve Energy")
Grades 9,1112

Activities fdcus. on the legislative process and include a
fabrtcated Citizen's Band (C.B.) radio conversation, a simulated
ongressional hearing on the 55 MPH speed liMit bill', adapted
oM the'actual hearing record, and exercises in graph con-

struction and interpretation.
.Stock No. EDM-1033

'X

A riculture, Energy, arid Society
1ra es 1O,11T2
I '

'

I

Based on the conviction that an energy/food production crisis!
of serious dimensions is already nith us, and that studentp 1 ,

need to \understand this problem in otr to contribute to
Iits 'soNtion. -Lessons present basit nergy-economics facts 1

of food proAction and social studiesithemes such as profit q
andloss, ati'd the law of diminishtrigirqturns. Science lesso s

build skills in data analysis,:grapkinterpretation, and an
understanding of energy units and tb ir conversions.
Stock No. EDM-1034

I-
I,\

,

WeeterncCoal: Bopm or Bust?

/
1

Grade 11

Invett3gates energy resources in the West4nd studies the
effects of possible large-scale resource development on thee
economy, environmentI and social structure of ,the Western
Uriited States.

U.S. Ener 'Polic - Which Direction?
Grades 11

DeSigned.as a companion to the unit, "How a Bill Becomes' a Law
-to .Conser'Ve Energy," which studies the workinge of the legis1a-

\\
tive branch, this,unit concentrates on the administrative' arm
of government and'the various forces that go into formulating
a national policy. ,

.Stock No. HCP/U 3841-003
,

'11

7
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. OTHER ,FREE ENERGY EDUCATION WERIALS

*
Available from the National Science teachers Association,

1742 COnnectiCut Avenue Waffihington, D.C. 20009

qatria_LIL.5.41Li9.11'

In october l977, qurgy_LEducation was published
in:response eo 'the communication needs of the
growing number .of teachers and_.administrators
volved in ehergy eddcation. A bi-monthly newsletter

°designed to Serve ab an information exchange:medium,
Energy &Education is available ftee of charge from
NSTA.

19 Factsheets on Alternate Energy Technologies

Available from the DePartment of Ehergy Technical
Information Center, P.O.,Box 62, Oak Ridge, Tennessee
37830.

Fattsheet Title
, Number

.1 Fuels from Plants'(Bioconversion)
2 Fueks,from Wastes (Biocónversion)
3 Wind'Power
4 , Electricity from-the Sun I (Solar

Photovoltaic Energy) i \

5 Electricity from the Sun II 4So1ar
Thermal Energy Conversion) .

.

o Solar Spa Power (Ocean Thermal Energy
r

7

8

Conversion) '-

Solar Heating and Cooling
Geothermal Energy

9 ,

Energy donservatiom 'Homes and Buildings
10 Energy Conservation: Industry ,

11 Energy Conservation: Transportation
12 Cohventional Reactors
13 Breeder Reactors
14 Nuclear Fusion
15 New FUels from Coal
16 Energy Stdrage Technology
17 Alternative Energy Sourees: Environmental

18,
ke

Impacts
1-Alternative Eneygy Sources: AGlossalq of.

. Terms
19 Alternative Energy.Sources: A' Bibliography

1 7
12

I
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Handçx.tth

Major Concepis for Er).ergy( ErMrdnment/ Ecoriomics Edpcation

1

I. Energy: .A BaSic I4ed

A. Forms and States

1. Heat, light, motion. ,

2. Potential, kfnetic

B. EarAth's Energy

a
1. Solar A

Z. Chemical (electrical)

3 Nuclear

.'eothermal

5. Tidal

C. 'Power and Energy Units'

D. "Used" by Conversion'

1 important convers ion

, Source

.Solar Thermal

Chemical Mechanical

Nuclear lectrical

processes:

Intermediate Form End Uses

hermal

Mechanical

E. -Etyrgy Flows

1. To earth
4

441

2. In biolog1cd1 systems

3. In ,society

4. An abstract flow diwam for energy.

4Exttaction

a

Di'stTibution

13

a

Radiant

Chemical

'4)
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1

#.

II. Finite Usefulness

A.- Losses and Efficiency (First Law),

B. Loss of Useful,ness (Second Law) ;-
,

esources Vary In Amount and Useful ess

Depletable resources (fossil fueLs,, inexpensive uraniumi
etc.')

,Continuaus or inexhaustible resources (solar, fission
with breeder, fusion, etc.)

Energy Consumption

Direct and indirect

U.S. and world.

E. Causes of growth

Environmental Effects

Extraction

1: Mining

2. pil production

3. General land use

B. TransportatiOn and Distribution

1. Oil spills

2. Pipelines

I. Electrical transmissiOn

4. Nuclear,fuels and waste

5. Liquifiesi natural gas

C.. Consumption

1. Air pollution

2. . Water

3. .Waste disposal

4; Climatic effects.

4"



IV. Societal Effects

c.

A. Economic

1. Capital as.resource

lb

2. Effects of 'energy prices .(effects on inflation, etc,),

B. Lifestyle

C. Employment

1. Energy and employment

2. Energy-related careers

D. International Relations

1. Oil. politics

72\ Trade deficits.

E. ,Energy Inequities

National

2. Internatioiral

Energy'Policy

A. Roles

,1 Federal

2 S,tate_and local

3. Private sector

4 Public interdst groups

S

5. Linkages

B, ost/Beneflt Considerations

1. Environmental

2. Risk. reduction

3.' Ethical considerations

15 20

6
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6
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40 Cdnsirvation

t...

4,

I. StMegies -- building sector

.2. Strategies -- transportation:

3. Strategies -,.industry

4. Conservation policy

Energy Futures

A. Mid 'Irm

1.
9

Conservation technologies

2. Transition technologies

B. Lo4 Term

1. Fission

2. Fusion

. '3. Solar
r;

:4. '"App/topi-iate technology"

C. Socio/economic/environmental futures

1. Risks, casts, and benefits

2. Changes in social structure

36

21
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Handout 1 c

Student Skill Development in Energy Education

'SpeFific Social'Studies Skills in:

I. Acquiring and Reporting Information from:.'

A. Books, Encyclopedias, Newsphpers and Magazines

1. Find information
2. Choose an appropriate magazine for a particular

purpose
3. Read between the lines of an advertisement

B. Interviews, Surveys, Field Trips

1. Collect specific'inforMatlon from observation
and listening

2. Record and summarize information
3. 'Design questions appropriate for a particular

field study, interviev, or survey

. Maps and Globes'

.1. Interpret map-key symbols .

2. Locate places and routes
.7') 3. Use the location 6f a place on one map to.

find the location of the same place on another
map .

k.

4:0 Identify real things (oil, gas, coal, cities,
development sites, etc.) represented by map

. symbols _.,

, 5. Make inferences from ma, ps: ,

a. about human ac,tivities
b. about land use
c. to ekplain geographic factors in the location

of energy sources'

D. Graphs, Charts, and Tab1es

1. Use the title as a guide to content,
2. Determine umerical amounts shown on graphs,

. charts, and tables
3. gnterpret relationships shown in graphs, charts,

'and tables
. make inferences from graphs, Charts, 'and, tables
5. Uonstruct graphs (bar, circle, rine pictograph)
6: compare and cbntast data contained in different

types of graphs

17
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II. Organizing Information

A, Take Nkites and Record Observations

B. Classify Data

Summarize Main Points of.LntOrA ion Gather d in
Research

ing Information

istinguish-between:

I. Fact and opinion \

2. Hypothesis and a guess
3. Primary and secoIdary sources

yr,

ikr .

-V.

11)

'B. Examine evidence for:

1. Accuracy and consistency
2. Reliability of a. source
3., Adequacy arid relevance

Communicating in Writing

cmst.101-1.11125i1Lla

B. Participate in Simulations Role-Playing, Debates,
Etc .

C.' Prepare an Oral Report

v I
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Specific Science Skills in:

or ,AcciaKing and Reportlng Information by:

A. Observing
P

B. Ordering Observations

C. Exploring

D, Devising Expdriments.

E. Systematic Recording

F. Classifying

G. Using,.Numbers

H. geasuring

I. Controlling Variables

J. Determining Space-T1me-Relationships

0

11. ,Proce&sing Lnformation by Developing Increasing
, Competency.in:

A. Comparing

B. Pmclicting

6. Inferring

' D. Using deduction

E. Analyzing

F. Syntheszing,

G. Comparing ,

t,

lc

H. Formulating ana Hypothesizing

I. Communicating Result& of Observations and ExOriments

19



Handbutfd

Getting Involved in Energy Educotion

DIRECTIONS Give your name, school, grade level you teach,
addressesland phone numbers to 'the workshop leader if you
would Iikle any or all'of the following. The leader will
send your.requests on to NSTA.

Your Name

.r
.Home Adaiess School Address

School Phone

1-would like to be placed on the mailing List
to receive the free newsletter, Energy & Education.

would iike to serve as a test teacher for
newly developed teaching units.

/I
I.would like to teach one or mire of the existing
?EEC packets. PIease send me:

21 / )
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2What Are the Facts Behind thp Energy Crisis?

This chapter is designed to do two things: 1) to give
workshop participants, a balanced view of the complicated
situation called th v"energy crisis" and 2) to introduce a
complete lesson from one of the PEEC packets. Tho presen-
tation should take about one hour.

, (0

AE the end of the chapter are figures and. tables takqn '
from the PEEC packet, U.S. Energ Polic : Which Direction?
(grades 11 and 12). TR-OWfigures and. tab es may be dupliCated
and distributed, or presented on an overhead projector.

The chapter aiso includes a reprint of an article by
Dr. John M. Fowler, (Project Director of PEEC), published in
theMarch 19780issue of Science and Children. Tho article,
"Energy:Present Problems and Future Potential," covers the

-current onergy situation and discusses the role energy educa-'
tion must/play in the fueOre. This article may be duplicated
and sent to participants prior to the workshop.

t. 3

Figures 1/ 2 and 3

,

Figure 1

Participants will learn these'things:

The Energy Production - Consumption Balance
How Long Will Our Resdurces Last?

Begin by telling participants that
the graphs are part of an energy lesson
from one df the PEEC packets., In this
lesson students gain a bal.anced view of
the complicated situation we call
the "energy crisis." It is wade up,of
financial and political components Ss
well as Components having.todc with the
qtAlity and quantity of energy.

.What is the'common feature of 41
these curves?

(They are all increasing.)

Is there a way to measure the rate
of tncrease?. What does doubling time

- mean?

(Point out that a straight line ld pass \

thrQugh two points in the curve betweey 6
nd 1970; then, extend it in either direction
until .it covers a doubling of the total con-
sumption.)

23
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Approximately how vany years were
required for total energy consumption
to double?

(20 years.)

At'the rate of population.growth
between 1960 atid 1970, how long will
it take the U.S. population.to double?

(Approximately 44 years.)

Figure During what years did we produce
about as much,energy as we.used?

Figure 4

(1950 through.1956.)

Dueing what years did U.S. consump.-
tion of energy drop? Can you give a
reason for this?

(1974, 1975: Phis drop followed the oi/
embargo with its emphasis on conservation,
and more importantly, coincided with large
price increases in all forms of energy.)

Which is larger now --.U.S. consump-
tion or,production of energy?

(ConsuMption.)

For which year was the gap bebaeen
consumption and production the greatest?

(1977.)

Using the technique for figuring
doubling time, find the doubling time.
for world energy consumptiou erowth between
1960 and 1970,

(Approxinotely 14-years.)

Which were growing most,rapidly'over
the 1960-1970 period -- U.S. or world
energy corsumption? U.S. or world popu-
latton?

(u.S: energy consumption. World-population
doubling tiAe is 34 years. In the U.S. it is
44 years.)

24



Figure 4 Which energy 'price has changed,the
most ,over this time period?

(Fuel oil. Price has increased by a'
factor of 3.)

-

Which energy prices actually fell
for part, of this. period?

(Electricity, natural gas, 'and gasoline.)

Which energy price showed the greatest
change in any one year? Can you give a,

' reagon?

(Gasoline, in 1973, due' to the price in-
crease and the oil embargo.)

Figure 5 During wh#h years was the increase
in the,price\of oil the greatest?

,a (Between 1072 and 1974.)

Haw has the price of oil affected th'
U.S. economy?,

(All energy prices have increased, and
since all products use energy, this has con-
tributed to inflation. The fact that we are
sending billions of dollars abroad has also
reduced employment opportunities in this
country.)

Figures ,6a, b, and c What U.S. energy gap is illustrated
by these graphs?

(Gap between U.S. energy cinsumption and
Koduction. Though,-,we actua//y produce more
coal than we use, We are producing less and
Less oil and naturpl gas'while asing more and
more.)

25
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Table I

4

Table I and Figures 1

Figure 7

These data f4re from

1976, but do not change.
Very much from year to
year.

Figure

. At the 1977 rates at coonsumption-
how long will each of these resOurces
last?

(Coal: 1977 consumption 625.8 mdllion
tons, total resources 437 billion
tons, coal will last 698 years.

Oil: 2977 consumption 16.7 billion bar-
relS, total resodrces 276-440
billion barrels, oil wi.11 last
41-66 years. .

Gas: 1977 consumptibn 19.2 trillion
cubic feet, total resources
A891-1290 trillion cubit, feet;
gas wi.11 last 46-67 years.)

Suppose we ieceived all of out energy
' from coal. How long would our cgal sup-.
ply last?

(437 x 10
9
tons of coal x 24.2 x 10

9
joules/

ton = 10,580 EJ. U.S. energy consumption
in 1977 was poo EJ. Coal reserves would
last 10,580/80 = 132 years.)

How.muth of our enrgy cothes from
fossil fuels?

(92%. Most of this is from oil and natural
gas.)

Bvt-we saw that our production of oil
and natural gas is declining. Where axe
we gettingthe fuel we needZ,

(We import it. We are.importing al st hale .

our crude oil and oil products.)

Where does our imported Oil come from?

(A largNfraction comes from OPECOrgani-
zation of PetroleUm Exporting Countries.)

Consider these two facts: -(1) Oil
makes up almost half of the total energy .
we use; and (2) we import,almost half of
our oil. Taken together, what do these
facts imply?

(Our economy and our national security can
be influenced by other nations.),

26. 29



Adjust your session so that no matter what,happ-ens you
have time to discuss the following questions. Answes may
be recorded on chalkboard dr butcher paper.

Note: It ,is importbht
to keei these quest'ions

open-ended because people
May lOok at them from
different viewpoints.

0

1. Whae did we find out about Ole
"energy crisis" from our investi-
gation with graphs and tables im
this'séssion?

2. How can we summarize in one or two
generalizitions our investigation
and discussion?

3. What do we do now? What are some
'ways we can begin to reduce growth,
especially in terms.of .4.arth's finite /

resourtes?

, 4. What part can education play in
helping people understand the need
to conserve energy?

31)
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Table I U.S. Fossil Fuel Resources

Fuel

4

2-Amount-Id Enervjy-Content
Indicated Units' (in EJ)2

Coal 437 B tons' 10,580
On 276-440 B bbls 1684-2684
Natural Gas 891-1291 Tcf 962-1394

a-lBtons = billion tons

Bbbls = billion barrels

Tcf = trillion cubic.feet

2
Conversions are 1 ton of coal =

24.2 x 109 j;u1eq or 22.9 x 106 Btu

1 bbl of oil = 6.1x 109 joules
or

5.8 x106 Btu

1 cf ornatural gas = 1.08 x 106. joules
or

1020 Btu

3rhis is 'actually a "Reserve" figure.
Coall deposies are much better known
than are oil and naturA gas deposits.

1111111011101411111110,11,'

't
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Figure 1 U.S. Energy Consumption and Population
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Figure 2 US, Energy Production and Consumplion
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1Figure 3-World ConsUmption and R)pulatiOn
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Figure 4 Energy Prices to Consumers
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Figure 5- Persiin' Gulf IA Prices
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Fi ure 6a -1.JA coal' Production and Consumpt
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Figure Cib- U.S., Oil Production and C Sumption
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Fig tire 6c US, Natural Gas Production & Coniumption
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Figure 7- Energy Outlook
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Figure 8- Oil Impor,ts

'Data from: LIDIgyrin Focus. Basic Data. (Washington, DC:
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TOM GLADDEN

ENERGY: PRESENT PtIOBLEMS
AND

FUTURE POTENTIAL
WE SEE only what we want to see
in public issues. Depending upon
our experiences and beliefs, we con-
struct ohr own explanations come
plete with causes, heroes and vit..)
tains, and Sautions Chat suit us.

The energy crisis is no exception.
It is pictured quite differently in oil
company advertisements, Sierra
Club publications, and in the Carter
Administration's Energy Plan, As t
sat through a partel discussion of the
energy situation recently I was
reminded of the fable of the blind
people and the elephant.

I pictured an engineer, initially,
from the Depal talent of Energy,
blindly feeling the head of the
elephant and aying: "This beast
has an enorinola brain. It' we allow

MARCH 1978

him tquse it he'll inventnew ways
to get energy and soWe all our prob-
lems."

A blind Man from a conservation
group had humped against the ele-
phant's huge gut. "This beast is too -
fat," he said. "We have to put him
on a diet. He's using too much
energy." .

A blind woman in my vision con-
centrated on the elephant's heavy

JOHN M. FOWLER

Director of Special Projects

4
and

Manager of PublIcatidnt
National Science Teachers

Assoclatton
Washington, D.C.

39

foot. "What about the poor con-
Sumer?" she tasked, "We're getting
trampled underfoot by this greedy
beast." ,..1.1

The blind man from a utility com-
pany (or was he from an oil com-
pahy?) had tripped across the chain
that . held the elephant and fallen
against the beast's powerful hip. He
quickly saw the solution. "This is a
strong animal. If he were released to
let him make his own way, every-
thing would be all right." '

There was someone from a &Mc
interest group in my vision. He had
found the elephant'l tail. "You
can't believe what they tell you," he.
said. "There's a string attached."

An "investigative reporter" was
standing ne. by, hoped to Make. his
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teputation with an expose. In his
blind seeking, he found himself
several paces behind the elephant
and stepped in the dirt he was look-
ing 'for. "This whole thing stinks,"
was the beginning of his lengthy
summary.

And last a futurist, blind natural-
ly (as are all who try to look' too far
ahead), missed the elephant alto-
gether and was in the next stall with
a camel.

The rolefor 'educators is to open
eyes. As this fable implies, the
energy situation is multifaceted. We
must help- our studentstomor-
row's votersto see the wholc..
elephant and together, lead it in the
desired direction.

The whole picture of the energy
situation must include research on
and development of new energy
sourcts. It must include prdtection
of the; energy. consumer and incen-

'FIGURF 1.The percentages' of each of the primary sources of energy which
make up UnWed States\and'world e,nergy, consumption. Oil and natural gas
are the most pppular and also the most limited.

WORLD EN63G CONSUMPTION
BY SOURCE, 1977

Natural Gas

19.6%

Oil 46.0%

k 'U.S. ENERGY CONSUMPTION
BY SOURCE, 1976

Nuclear 0.6%

Hydroelectric
and Geothermal

Hydroelectric

4 0

tives for energy producers. Someone
must (worry about threats to the
poor or disadvantaged, as well as
about threats to thp environment.

We cannot Present the whole pic-
ture in this article, but only focus on
some background information: the
nature of the present emergency and
the prospects for easing the situa-n.
tion in the future.

The Resources.Crunch

The demand for energy has
outrun the supply. The supplies are
limited at present not because there
is not enough in the ground. (See
Figure 1.) The oil producing coun-
tries are in a "seller's market."
They have something everyone
needs, and so have raised the price
as high as the market will bear. And
they sell only as much as they need
tothere's a limit to the usefulness
of foreign money. Kept in the
ground, the rest of the oil increases
in value each year.

The result is that oil and oil prod-
ucts have more than doubled in
price since 1970. The price of all
'ether forms of energy, including
electricitywliose generation de-
pend's on coal, oil, natural gas, or
uraniumhas gone up,with oil.

The U.S. is partibularly vtilner-
able to the effects of these price in-
creases because it uses so much
energy compared to its supply.. The
American appetite for energy was
established during the days of
energy abundance. Until .he 1950's
the U.S. was an energy exporter, but
we now import oil and a little
natural gas. About 42Alercent of our
total oil supply wa'imported in
1976. There were months in 1977
when we imported half Of our Oil
supplies.

A ei

1-low Much Is Left?

Our nation's dependedce on
foreign sources of oil is the major
component of the present emergen-
cy. In a decAe or so the U.S., along
with the rest of the world, will face a
more serious problem. By the begin-
ning of the next century all Oil and
natural gas resources will have been
severely depleted.

How long these limited resources
will last is a controversial question.
Scientist Gloom says', "Only 20

SCIENCE and CHILDREN



yeaW 'worth of oil left," but Mr.
Sales, Vice President of the Pump-It.
Oil Company says, "We have
enough for 100 years."

There are two major reasons for
- such disagreement.

The amount of any fuel resource
can he given r ifferene Ways as
".reserves," " iltimately recoverable
resources," a d the "total resource
base." Reservts, are the most con-
servative; they have already been
di§coverea\At the other eXtreme is
the total resource base, an educated
guess at how much there is totally,
regardless of price or other factors.
The reasonable number is the ulti-
mately recoverable resource, the
amoupt 'of a resource which experts
thinks can be recovered at an ap-
propriate profit with.present extrac-
tion techniques. (See.Figure 2.)
' The emphasis reminds us that the
cost of extracting a resource is im-
pOrtant. There is more oil available
at $30 a barrel th at $15. This is
trite Tor any other f el.

We can see in th however,
tbat oil and natural gas, and even
uranium, can power our machinery
and warm our buildings for only a
few more. decades. Only the re-
sources of coal:are relatively large.

Rebalancing the Scalia

When.. demand outruns supply
then the supply nnist be increased or
the demand decreased. Tile Carter
Administration's energy /plan em-
phasizes demand-reducti9n through
energy conservation. This means
more than turning out Ifghts, lower-
ing thermostats, and driving less.
While there arc a wide variety of
wasteful energy practices which can
altd, are being eliminated, the more
important 'part of conservation will
tome from using .energy more effi-
ciently to do the things which need
doing. This means making present
coin pmentaut omobiles' engines
and electrical power plants, for
example---More efficient. It also
means .changing entire processes,
warming buildings !%ith a "heat
pump" (a device which pumps heat
from the outdoors dui ing the winter
and in the other direction during the
summer). It means generating eke-
tricit s with a fuel cell '(a., device
which generates electricity by com

1\A411(11

bining hydrogen and oxygen). Con-
servation is the quickest an0 the

, least expensive 'way to atta-ek the
supply-demand imbalance, A barrel
saved is a barrel we don't have to
buy froM Saudi Arabia.

- More Energy Is Needed

Our energy needs will grow with
population and with our efforts to
bring more goods and services to all
pur people. Conservation alone will
not be enough.

In the immediate future the two
leading-energy candidates are coal
and uranium. Coal is more.versatile;
it can be burned in power plants to
generate electricity and soon
gaseous and even liquid fuels may
be made from it. To rely hCaVily on

coal, however,, we have to solve its.
pollution problems and find ways 10
mine it safely and withoul destrOy-
ing our land. Eventually, coal 41
run out or become too expensive.

Uranium4 poses different prob-
lems. It can only give us electricity:
The problems include disposal of
waste, the controversial subject of
reactor saTety, and in the long run,
the danger of spreading nuclear
bomb matbrial around the world,

The New Sources'

Sometime in tfie next century we
will have to turn away frOm the
fossil fuels completely, and develop

All of these iechnologies were discussed in some
detail in the 19 NSTA Fact Sheets on Alternate
Energy Technologies. A list of these Fact Sheets
and instatetions for obtaining them appears in-the"
announcetnent on page 12 of this issue of Sct C.

reprint

an entirely new energy system for
our nation and the World. There tire

, basically three major contenders for
this honor: nuclear energy based on
fission (t'1e breeder reactor will/be
the wor. norse of this opti n),
nuclear energy based on fusion, and
solar energy. Since any of these op-
tions will need,a massive invest ent
of 'manpower, money, and tec no-
logical effort to be brought to the
level of Widespread commercializa-
tion, it is unlikely that we will have
an equal mix of the three. One will
dominate; the others will have
smaller roles.

Makin
The most controversial option,

yet the closest to realization, is
nuclear fission. ' We :'have already
entered the nuclear age. There were
some 65 nuclear power plants li-
censed to operate in this country'at
the beginning of 1977, with a,

generating' capacity of 46,400
million watts of electricity. If we
add the plants under construction or
on order, we can expect by mid
1980's, a total of 215 reactors
capable of generating about 210,000
million watts of electrical power.

As Figure 3 shows, the U.S.
uranium resources are not very
large. Conventional reactors use
rare Uranium 235 as fuel. The
breedel reactor can convert the
common form of uranium (Uran-
ium*238) into fissionable fuel. A
mixture of breeder and conventional
reactors could raise the efficiency
with which we use our minimal
uranium resources, as the conven-

FIGURE 2. This country's "ultimately recoverable resource': ond a com-
parison with the amount bf energy the U.S. Is expected to use&2tweet1 now
and A.D. MOO. These are estimates and may be too large or too all.

ENERGY REFOURCF.S IN 'QUADRILLION (0) CALORIES: SHOWN GiKPHICALLY BY AREA

U.3. Cumulative Etteroy Use
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tional reactor uses the fuel produced
by the breeder. This system could
assure us energy for 1,000 or so
years.

A future dominated ty fission
reactors would be quite different
from the present. It would be essen-
tially all electric. This would mean
great changes ift transportation and
indutry. However; in addition to
having to ,find safe disposal sites for
radioactive waste and assure our-
selves of the safety of the plants
themselves, we would need to solve
the political problems caused by ac-
cess to the raw material for nuclear
weapons. Plutoiiium, created by,the
beeeder reactors' (by the thousahds
of tons) can be made into bombs.
Experunental windmill.

c , A ks A
.
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, Reliance on fissiOn would also be
beneficial in that it would remove,
much of the smoke frbm our skies,
reducing air pollution and lessening
the worries over long-term atmo-
spheric buildup of carbon dioxide.

Fusion

. Another source of nuclear energy
is the fusion reaction. In fission,
energy is the result of breaking up a
large nycleus; in fusion, the energy.
comes from the fusing of twO s all
nuclei. The fuel forthis reactio, is
deuterium, a rare form of hydr gen.
Even though it is rare (only 1 6500
hydrogen atoms are of this type),

. there is so much hydrogen. in the
ocean that the, resource f r this
reaction is virtuey unlimited.

The problem with fusion is that
after 30 years of trying, we h ve. yet
to create a controlled energy .eleas-
ing process. A' method has to he
found for holding deuterium luclei
together and heating them L. 100
million degrees Fah,rentreit. Ev n if
this difficult scientific/enginee ing
challenge is metsomething not x-
pected before the mid 1980's a

, host of engineering problems will rt
main. It will still be necessary to
design a cotnmercial plant which
will last 30 years or so and produce
electricity at competitive prices. Fu-
sion may never be a successful
energy source. If it becomes avail-
able at all, it Will not begin to help
our energy needs until someti ne in
the next century.

Solar Energy

Solar is the Most glamorous of the
three systems. On the average, the
energy equi,alent of 10 ba'rrels of oil
falls on each, U.S. acre per day.
However, solar energy must be con-
verted to a form we can use. The ob-
vious conversion is to heat. More
and more buildings with solar water
or space heating are appearing each
yoar. The President's Energy Mes-
sage called for 21/2 million solar
heating and cooling units by 1985.
While solar heating over the long
run is already competitive with elec-
trical heat, a solar unit now costs
$5,000 lo $10,000. It takes 15 to 20
ycas for it to pay for itself; few Of
us can make that kind of invest-
ment at once.
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We need electricity if ye are to
base our whole energy consumption
on solar energy. There are several
research efforts underway to
develop solar-electric converters.

Two promising conversions are
:through windpowd and heat-
engines (using solar energy to. pro-
duce steam, for instance, and' then
driving a turbine-generator). .(See
photographs and captions.)

Another way to convert sunlight
to electricity is through solar Cells,
which collect electronS knocked, out
of a carefully .prepared transparent
material and produce an electrical
current. Solar cells are not very effi-
cient; the best of them can 'convert .

to electricity only about 15 percent
of the solar energy which falls on
them. The conversion is free of
waste heat and environmental
pollutants, however. And th'e fuel is
free of charge: ..

Solar cells are expensive. The
largest array in use is a one-kilowatt
panel being tested by the Mitre Cor-
poration outside Washington, D.C.
This large panel (made up of. hun
dreds of individual solar cells) costs
abOut $30,000. The cost Of gener-
ating capacity in themost expensive
nuclear power plant is only about
$1,000 a kilowatt. In order to be
competitive the cost of solar cells

ill have to be. redticed 'to about
1/50th of their.present cost.

For .any solar energy use we must
face the\ problem of energy storage.
Since the flow of solar energy ic in-
terrupted \by the Earth's rotation
and by ds, We will need tO store
either the electricity or the heat
energy. Sol r buildings cki store.
enough heat for two or three days in
large insulatd containers of water
or pebbles. tOrage .of the output
from power, lants will be difficult
to dccomplish on a large scale. In
the immediate future solar energy
will probably be counted on for day-
time "peak". loads; supplementary
power sources \will be used nights
and cloudy days\

Other Sources

Geothertnal ener`gy is the energy
from the Earth's' Molten interior.
The onlY U.S. installation is at the
Geysers near San trancisco and it
produces almost hall' ot that city',;
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electricity. This country is now be-
ing explored for more geothermal
resources. If we learn to use hot
water and the heat in hot dry rocks,
geothermal energy could become
more important. But it can only be
expected to Produce 10 or so percent
of out total energy. Its use may also
be restricted to certain regions.

Another form of solar energy is
the energy stored in living materials
by. photosynthesis. Wood was an
important fuel in. this country until
early in the Twentieth Century, and
is experiencing a minor resurgence.
There is some experimentation
underway with fast-growing plhnts
like sugar cane and with water
plants like kelp and water hyacinth.
Such plants can either be dried ant.
burned, digested by bacteria to pro-
duce methane (natural gas is chiefly
methane), or fermented to produce
alcohol. The growing of "energy
crops" will probably not become
very important. The need for
lumber and food is even more im-
portant.

The organic fraction of our trash
and garbage, however, will become
an important energy resource.. This
nation generates a lot of waste
material, more than a billion tons
per year. Abditt 200 million tons of
that\is municipal waste. As much as
;75 percent of the municipal waste is
organic and to this can be added
crop and logging residue. feedlot
manure, and others. Restricting ex-
pectations to that smaller amount of
waste material that is "readily col-
lectable," such as waste from large
cities, and converting it to energy,
could still contribute 10 percent or
so of t he total demand.

Organic waste can he converted to
etwrgy by t he saine processes we
described abme, by burning directly
or convtrting it to methane or
alcohol. Pyrolysis, a more sophis-
wated process (heating in the
absence ot ossgen). can produce a
liquid I uel "gar boil" in addition
to gaseous and solid fuel. Many
cities are now operating or construe-

waste cons er ston plants. These
waste con% er Stoll plants face a prob
tem w it It napei ss hich makes up oer
hall of the organic material and pro-
s ides much of its energy. More
end( gy ould he sa% ed, bosses et, it

reprint

it were. recycled. This is an impor-
tant reminder. We can get allergy
from our waste, but the real energy-
efficient practice is not to create it in
tlic first place.

efhere are other possible energy
sources but their potential is
smaller. Much of the untapped
water power in this country is now
Protected by acts of Congress. Tidal
power has some small potential and
is used in France and the Soviet
Union. The Bay of Fundy at the tip
of Maine has been studied several
times as a potential site for tidal
generation btthe 'economics have
.alwan been aVorable.

4propriste Technology
Much of this country's energy

research and development effort is
designed to produce electricity. This
means more centralization of energy
production and distribution. There
has been increasing interest among
those who write and talk about the
energy problem in applying the
thesis of E.F. Schumacher's Small is
BeaUtiful2 to energy. A leading
spokesperson has been Amory
Lovins, whose article formed the
beginnings of a small dusade.'

The "appropriate technology"
approach is also solar-based but
uses a different collection of solar,
coaversion devices. Energy conver-
sion is to be accomplished, when-
ever possible, at the consumer's
home, not at a central station. Solar
home heating and cooling, small di-
gesters to convert organic waste to
methane gas, or fermentation de-
vices to produce alcohol for use as a
fuel, photovoltaic cells (solar cells)
on building roofs, "total energy.
systems" (motor-generator sets
which produce both electricity and
heat), and windmills would be em-
phasired.

thdustries would use solar energy
both ,for space a
(high temperature eat), convert in-

se process heat

dustrial and mynicipal waste to
methane gas, ajk generate electrici-
ty from se heat. Conservation
would he sentihl. The three big op-
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The experimental "power tower" con- .

verts solar heat to electricity. Mirrors .

focus (he sun's rays.on a boiler on top
of high tower. Here, -the rays were
focused on a steel target, which melted.

tion, fission, fusion, and central-
ized solar would be supply or pro-
duction oriented, to an extent;
however, demand would be kept to
a minimum in the "appropriate
technology" approach.

Enthusiasts who champion this
fourth option are obviously trying
to change the country through its
energy system. The country will
change as it goe's through the pres-
ent transition into a new energy era.
The question is not "Will it
change?" but "How will it
change?"

Teachers and their students must
be prepared to help answer this
question. We must all watch
developments in the energy arca
carefully over the next decade, keep
an eye on each of these four tech-
nological 'options as they are
developed, and look beyond them to
see what kind.of a country they im-
ply. Then we must decide whether
we like and want that country while
there is still time to influence the
choice.
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Interdisciplinary Approaches
to Teaching Ener9y

4.

In,this chapter you, will find two models for workshop
activities. They are designed to; 1.). help participants
understand coopeiative teaching and 2) entourage teachers
to include energy topics in their ci.rriculum.

T'he first model is built around an attitudinal sur'vey
and an exercise that demonstrates .how energy concepts cross
over thetraditional boundariei between disciplines. It
should take about lk hours'.

The second:model is more structured, offering a 3-hour
group session based on team teaching.

2, Minutes
He.indout 3a

Refer back to
Handout lb

Identifying those
that are clearly
interdisciplinary

15 minutes

Energy is Intérditciplinory
Divide workshop pirticipants into

groups of four to eight with a mix of
disciplines. Ask, each participant to
complete the attitudinal survey. After-
wards have'a discussion of the responses
'within the small groups. If time per-
mits, you may wish to invite each group
to discuss its opinions with the entire
grouP and attempt to reach conserisus.

Next diStribute the list of major
energy concepts to group member's. Ask
theIroups to sort the concepts ihto
three categories:, concepts that would
be taught in science classes only (S);
would be taught in social studies, hu-

,

manities, or economics (SS); could be
included in both sciende.and social /
studies (B).

The workshop( leader should briefly
surNeey each group to determine which
concepts were most frequently identified
as belonging to category-B. Three or
four of these should be recorded on a
chalkboard. These concepts will form
the bitsis for identifying those energy
concepts which"fall naturally into inter-
,dltisciplinary teaching.
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Handout..Th

30 minutes

40 minutes

30 minutes

S.cience teacher

discusses engine in-
efficiency and air
pollution.

and
Social Studies teacher
discusses the social

implications of air,
pollution.

-20 minutes

0

Distribute "Questions About Inter-
disciplinary Concepts." Ask t roups'
to write .brief ans rs to the ques ions.

Have individ ssuggest which inter-
disciplina ergy concepts they would
consider using in their Classes.. Ask
participants how they would overcome
obstacles to their inclusion in standard,
fare courses.

Teaming:Up tO Teach Er*rgy

In this session teachers prepare,a .

half-hour team-taught lesson on energy.

Begin'by dividing the group into teams,
with at least two different disciplines
represented. Have theteams decide on
a specific energy topic, and then build
a lesson around two or three learning
objectives. Specific assignments may be
made within the,group to collect data,
design simple demonstrations, or imprpvise
visual aids.

(-N
Then.the members of one group should

teach theielesson to the members of
anOther. Examp,le: If there are three
groups, A,B, and C, two teachers from
Group. A should team teach a 30-minute
lesson to Group B; Group B to Group C;
Group G to Group A. The PEEC materials
can be used ri the primary materials.

Example:

Major tapic: Energy
Sub-u9Lc: cAutomobile Air Pollution
Learning_Obj±ctiye: Students should be
aTie to-idefitilY the pollutants released
y incomplete combustion in the gasoline
engine. They should be able to txplain
the social implications of automobile air
pollueion.
Materials: "The Great Joule Robbery"
from Lesson 3 6f PEEC packet EnergyrEngines
and- the Industrial Revolution; and 'The
City of Windshields" from the packet,

Conclude with a whole group meeting
focusing on other intere.-ting potsibilities
for teaching energy as a team project.
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Handout3a

An Atiitudinal Survey of inter,disciplinary Teaching

DI TIONS: Circle the number that most closely reflects,your
degree of agreement or disagreement. Use' the.
following key:

1 Strongly Agree
ZNN Agree
3 0 No Opinion
4 Dfsagree
5 . Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5 1. There.are concepts,or topics traditionally,
thought to belong to another discipline that
should be taught in my course(s).

2. The enetgy crisis can ultimately e solved,1..,2

ts

3 4,,5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

,

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3-4 5.

by technology.

If a student asks me a question that I feel
is outside the range of my own teaching, I think
I should:

, 3. tell the student to see another teacher--
someone who teaches that subject.

4. try 'to find out the answer myself and then pass
the information on to the student.

5. tell the student that the question is not an
appropriate one to ask in my class.

\

6. My subject area has more,to offer students
about energy than another. Why? In what way?
Explain below.

7. In order to teach energy effectively social
studies and humanities teachers must flve some
scientific or technological know-how.

8.' Science teachers must hive information apout
the political, economic, and social impact of'
energy issues to teach energy, effectively.
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Handout3b
,

Questions About Interdisciplinary Concepts

A, I

,DIRECTIONS: Please consider the following questions in relatidn
to those concepts that your group ltsted as poten-
tially useful in both science and social studies,
courses.

1. Do your curriculum guidelines and/or your school district4

administration encourage or prohibit any kind of interdis--
'ciplinary teaching? To what degree? Explain.

2. Would you need information that you do not have now in order
to teach the interdisciplinary energy concepts? Where would
yob expect to obtain this information?

4.-

Would you feel uncomfortable teaehing some of these
,concepts, even if you did know them well? WhyZ

4. Can you find a logical place within your course of study to
include one or more of these concepts? Give an example.

5. Do you 'feel that some concepts have absolutely no plate in
your classroom? Which ones? Why?
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5

Infusing Energy Topics into Treditional Subject\
;

fn this chapter yqu will find four models for helping
workshop participants incorporate the topic of energy into
exiiting courses. The workshop models, aim for two goals:
\1) to acquaint teachers with the PEEC packets and energy
%concepts and 2) to identify topics in the existing curriculum
where energy plays an integral part.

The introduction to all of these workshop Modes is
identical. OppOsite dach model,description is a flow chart
which graphically summarizes the group work process.

All participants should be instructed to,bring,a copy
of their curriculum's Scope and Sequpnce chrits or a copy
of the Table of Contentd of each of their textbooks.

2,(1-

d
I n trod u ct o n to Energy, lpfusion

, Begin tiy having parjticipants intro-
duce themselves. Have each give his
fields of teaching, geographic area
(or school) and information of interest.
Topics of concerwmay include incorpora-
ting another urgent topic (such as energy)
into an already exihing heavy schedule. 6

Then choose the following model that
best fits the group's needs:

Model la and lb - Using an analysis sheet,
have each 'group analyze one PEEC packet;
OR analyte variolis programs for 0.aces
where PEEC lessons would fit.

Model'2.- Wqrking iq groups, have partic-
ipants ft. several MEC packets into their
traditio al instructiónal programs.

112del 3a,and 3b - Using PEEC Major Energy
Concepts 'list, have group members infuse
as many concepts as possible into their-
programs; OR choose one major energy con-
cept and infuse it as often as possible
into their total teaching program.

Model 4 - Have group members choose topics
within their teaching programs and list
places where energy can al.so be discussed.

Divide the group into smaller
groups. See each infusion model
for speciqc strategies for grouping.
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Infusion W shop Model

Maich A PEEc Packet to the Regular School Curriculum

Handout 4a
PEEC packets

G.roup Reports

Materials: 9

Participants: Scope and Sequence
Charts

. T

Duplicated copies bf Content Analysis
Sheet, Handout 4a (one for eacR par-
ticipant)

Copies of Student Skill Development_s_
in. Energy Education, HandOut lc
(optional)

PEEC'learning padkets

Divide.workshop participants into
small groups comprised of those who have
primary responsibill.ty for one grade level.
Have a mix of disciplines, if possible.,

...Then distribute Handout 4a. and an appro-
priate PEEC packet to each group. Tell
the participants that the purpose of this '

part of the workshop is to become familiar
with the curriculum materials'.

Have participants filljn column I on
the Content Analysis.Sheet:. The sugges7
tions should comeofrOM the overView and :-
table of contents of the packet they are
reviewing.

4

Next, have group members use column II
on the Content Analysis Sheet to indicate
where lessons in the PEEC learning packets
(or parts'of them) fit with,chapters
or units of social studies or stience pro-'
grams.

Finally, have teachers gO throughithe
p'cket(s) one more'time to see how energy
c ncepts can be developed through exercises
aft4 activities which also reinPorce basid
skills.

\Fill in column III on the Content Analysis
Sheet.

Assemble entire group. Each gtoup should
give a brief report. Discuss general ques-
tions abelut infusing energy topics into
regular school subjects..



Workshop Flow Chart

ntroductio

Grade 7

Reports

.r

Model la

Film\
Or

Speaker

At

Content
Analysis

Grade 8

Reports-1

Whole Group
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Infusion Workshop Model 1 b

. 6

A PEEC Packet and a Subject to Teach:
Finding the Best Fit

PEEC packets

Group reports

Materials:,

Participants' Scope and,Sequence
Charts

PEEC learnizig packets (one copy per
participant)

Divide workshop participants into small
groups by gradedlevel or subject area.
Distribute the PEEC packets. Tell the
participants that the purpose of this
workshop session is to become familiar
with PEEC curriculum materials and to'
find places in their own curriculum where
these materials can be used.

Start by scanning the packet Table of
Contents and brief descriptions of the
lessons. Look at each lesson Overview.
'Using their own Scope and Sequence Charts,
teachers should identify those major ideas
built into heir teaching subject. Make
a list of the PEEC lessons which would
cover nearly the same ground--plus adding
some important information about,energy.

Allow groups enough time to comp re
their findings in a brief report pe iod.
Discuss general questions about inf sing
PEEC materials into a typical teac ng
program in a final whole group ses ion.
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Workshop Flow Chart
Model lb

Grades 1-2

Social Studies

Of

Reports

Curriculum
Anoys

Grades 3-4

\Science

Repoqs

Of

AGrades 5-6

Sodal Studies

Reports

Whole Group ,
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Infusion Workshop Model 2

Handout 4b

L

4

Infusing Many PEEC Packets into the Classroom

Materials:

Participants' Scope and Sequence
Charts

PEEC learning packets (at least
two for each participant)

Copies of Where I Can Use PEEC
Teaching/Learning Materials in
My Classroom, Handout 4b

'Duplicated copies of Skill Develop-
ment Lists, Handout lc (optional)

Divide workshop participants into
small working groups. Groups should be
comprised of teachers of the same grade
level or in the same discipline.

Each person should skim through two
different PEEC packett focusing on les-
sons that would be appropriate fo* his
classes. Llhiss.axoftheworktlja_of-
fers participnts a close look at the
Eas ets and ves-Ehem a chance to see
how these leuons sELgiligFITE-ETTART
own classroomb.

Using Handout 4b, teachers should jot
down as many locations as possible where
PEEC lessons might be used within their
courses of study, and tell why.

Participants can suggest ways to in-
fuse the whole packet somewhere into the
curriculum, or identify places where
parts of ote packet, along with lessons
from another, would fit the needs of their
pupils and their programs already scheduled,

/7

Allow just a brief time for teachers/to
work alone. The meeting will be greatly
enhanced by drawing from examples and
situations offered in free exchange by
all members.

A brief report should be given by eachGroup Reports c group on the general usefulnest of various
packets in year-long class prbgrams.

5 4
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Workshop.Flow Chart
Model 2

ON,

ntroduction
Film
Or

Speaker,

t."

Of

Grades 6-7

Science

EReports

lhfusion

Grades 6-9

Social Studies

RerSoits

Whole Group
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Grades 10-12
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Infusion Wbdishop te6dei 30

Infusing Energy Coricepts inio Current Teaching Programs

, Handout lb

f-e

st'"!

Materials:

Participants' Scope and Sequence
Charts

DupliCated sets of Major Energy
Concepts, Handout lb (one set for
each participant)

PEEC learning packets (at least :me
per participant)

Participants should read through the
list of Majlor Energy Concepts, paying at-
téntion to the sub-concepts under eadh
main heading. On the same sheets of paper,
make,a note of slots within traditiodai
courses of ptudy where each energy concett
can be eitHer introduced or developed fu
ther.

Point out that participants should look
for places where energy concepts fit with
chapters''or knits of social studies and/or
s'cience prog

To help participants get started, ask:
Where can we present 'he concept that
energy exists ii 44fferent formsT Where
are probable pla J'at the elementary
evel in sciencet In social studie ?
Where can this concept be developed
secondary school courses?

Suppose you want-to teach the concept
that energy can be bought and sold. Where
are likely places to teach this contept in
thp school curriculum?

Then ask participants to w.;,ite brief
.notes about where energy concepts fit
into various other courses of instruction.

Wrap'.up session with an exami4tion of
several PEEC packets. The purpose of this
part of the workshop is to have t achers
identify the energy concept(s) in,roduced
or reinforced in each lesson of each packet.
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Workshop Flow Chart
Model 3o

Introduction
Speaker

or
Film
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Infusion Workshop Model 3b

Handout lb

Infusing, One Ener9y Concept in Many Places:
All it Takes is Imagination

Materials:

Participants,' Scope and-Sequence
Charts

Duplicated sets of Major Energy
Concepts, Handout lb

This workshop session is a variation
of the previous one. We suggest you
divide the participants-into small
groups by grade level or by discipline
(or even interest).

Have group members choose ple energy
concept and.explore all the possible
places within a program or course where
the concept can be taught. These can
bp jotted down by a group recorder.

Teachers.may need an example. Sup-
pose theychoose "Energy Use Affects
Society" from the Major Energy Concepts
list. Understanding this concept may
come from its incorporation into social
studies units such as:

rf

Colonial America - The use of wood as a
resource.and'as a fuel helped shape the
theory of mercantilism. England's adop-
tion of this theory fed the resentment of
the colonies.

Wood also dictated building styles and,
in some cases, the patterns of towns.
Colonial life depended on thisInexpensiye,
renewable energy source for housing, heating,trade, and ship-building.

Industrial Revolution - The invention of
EE-6 steam in the industriali-
zation of America. .None of the vast changes
that led to our modern way of life could
have come about without the heat engine;
that is, an engine which converts the
energy of heat into mechanical energy.

The Growth of Cities: Problems and Promises -
Many prolireili-3T-TET-TaTiTirirraRii76-
are directly or indirectly related to theuse of fossil fuels.

6 1.



Workshop Flow.hoft
Model 3b

ntroduction
.o

Film
or

Speaker

7,

Elementary

Mixed Disdplines

144

Reports

Infusion

Jr. High
(Middle)

Of

Mixed Disdpljnes

Of .

Senior High

I Mixed Disciplines

Pepoits { Reports

Whole Group
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lpfusloo Workshop Model 4

t,

Expanding Topics to Include Energy Implications

Materials:

participants' Scope and Sequence
Charts

Duplicated sets of Major Energy
Concepts, Handout lb

Copies of Student Skill Development
in Energy Education, Handout lc

This w4kshop focuses on classroom
activitie6 that tie energy to the topics
stpdied if' social studies or science and
to skill Aevelopment. The following
activities can .be mentioned to get ideas
generating.

FEEIVITYI

Micro-tracing
Trace a common object
back to its origins.
Example: pencil-,-'
back to wood and
graphite mine, wi.th
intermediate manu-
facturing stepq.

Using Numbers
Quanti ying
Invent some games

Tracing and
Predicting
Try a "You Are There"
Approach

Field Trip
Follow the power
lines from school
to power plant

Group Reports

Social Studies

Immigration
Migration
Industriali-
zation

Settlement
Urban Services

Scienoè
THWEEIfic notation;
graphing eicponential
growth of populations.

ENERGY IMPLICATIONS.00.14......4.,..1
Energy is a 'Basic Need

Energy Use Affects
Society

Fossil Fuels--
from the millenia
to their global use
today.

:The operation of a steam
turbine to the produc-
tion of electricity--

.to the uses of elec-
tricity (light, ap-
pliances, etc.)

After sufficient time for a brief
report period, have teachers summarize
how this approach can make energy in-
teresting and useful to students.
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WorkshoRnow Chart
Model 4

Introductiory--
Film
or

Speaker

4

Of or or

Infusion

Elementary

Mixed Disciplines Mixed Disciplines

Senior Hisjh

Mixed Disciplines

Reports j Reports I Reports

Whole Group
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Content AnalAis for Infusing Energy Topics
into Traditional Classroom Subjects

NSTA- PEEC Packet Title Grade Level Your Name ,

School
Date

Packet
Lesson #

column I

- School
Subj ect Concepts(

Column

Suggested
Place in
Regular
Programs

Name of
Program,
Text , or
Unit

Column III

.t

e



Packet
Lesson Yf

Column I
,

gchool
Subject

, ColuMn II Column iii

Concepts,

Name of
Program,
Text, or
Unit

Skills



My Subject Area

Where I Can Use PEEC Materials in My Classroom

Grade Level Taught

PEEC Packet Title

My Name

School

Lessons I Could Use Reasons

PEEC Packet Title
Lessons I Could Use Reasons



1

5 Adapting PEEC Materials to Regional 'Interests

In this chapter you will firid a model for a three-hour
workshop on fitting PEEC materials to local resources.
could be used for a regional conference or as part of an
all-day energy educators workshop.

In'this workshop teachers are en6ouraged to think of
as many ways as possible to make PEEC learning units fit
regional interests.

These questions may be
mailed to participants
in preparation for the
workshop.

Questions such as the following will
generate ideas for adapting PEEC materials:

1. fAlhich parts of unit lessons would
be most useful and interesting to
students in my school?

2. Which topics bear most directly on
the energy situation in my community?
M/school? My region?

3. How can the PEEC materials be adapted
to bring them more in line with energy
concerns in my region?

4. What regional or local resources might
be used to supplement these materials?a,

5, 'How might students be encouraged to
take advantage of local resources?
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How to Use Local Problems and Resources
to Teach About Energy

Begin by defining,the workshop goal: Finding ways to
adapt PEEC teaching units to fit local or regional concerns.

Make,clear what products are expected to come from the
workshop and what follow-up activities will'be dxpected from
the group or workshop leaders.

'One good approach would be to have a speaker 6r a good,
film to introduce workshop participatts to the complicated
situation we call the "endrgy crisis." Such an activity would
prepare teachers to think about energy concerns that affect
their community or region. It would also set the stage for
their consideration of energy concerns most relevant to the
students.

Plan enough time to ask and discuss these questions:

50 minutes

Handout 5a
20 minutes

1. Wirat did we find out about the
energy situatiT1 that bears most
directly upon my community (thy
state or region)?

2. What regional or local resource
could my students investigate
'that would help them understand
our dependence on energy?.

Then divide the Oarticipants into
small working groups, with a mix of
grade levels and teaching areas.

Ask group members to brainstorm
the following questions and reach con-
sensus on two or three responses. Later
a summary of the groLlW conclusions
should be noted on Palkboard or on
large sheets of paper.

1/
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Attention should be
paid po the history
and economy of the
region as well as
to InELLE resources
such as spea?cers pnd
field trips:

o

1. Plh-4,khree or four local or
regional concerns most clearly
reflect national or global efiergy
psues? (A possible example.:
This region,is. in oil shale country.
Decreased supplies of foss1:1 fuels
'increase the pressure to develop
shale, thuS affecting local em-
ployment, economy and population.)

2 What resources now exist in the com-
munity or the region 'that can be used
to teach about these issues? (An
example: A prototype shale project
is in operation in the region.
Field trips are a possibility.)

3. What regional materials now exist
concerning these issues (printed
materials, graphics, films, etc.)
that could be adapted for use in
the classroom? Related questions

.are: Are any now being used? What
has to be done to the Materials in
order to adapt them for classroom
use? What difficulties are presented
in trying to adapt existing materials
to classroom use? (A sample answer:
Oil company supporting the shale .

program has produced literature on
tile mining proce3s.)
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20 minutes

40 minutes

20 minutes

$uggestions for
follow-up activities

Next, have groups report the results
,of their brainstorming activities to
the whole group.

Now move the neeting toward a dis-
cussion of how to regionalize PEEC
teeching materia16. Have the meeting
break into small groups agai 7r-providing
each group with one of the EEC units.
(If particip'ants have not h time to
become familiar with the packets, allow
enough time for this.) Have group mem-
bers consider these materials in light
of the conclusions of the first session
findinis. Ask:

1. How might this unit (the one your
group is examining) be used to teach
about the local concerns we iden-
tified? (Example: A unit on oil
imports, Energy in the.Global Market-
plac)e, ilTiitrates why western coal
is eing considered.)

2. How can the unit be used to supple-
ment those COM unity resources we
identified? (Lxample: A unit in
which oil shale is discussed can
be used together with a field trip.)

3. How might these materials be adapted
to fit local concerns? (Example:
A unit which features a simulated
trial--"The Car'on Trial," from
Transportation and the City--can be
used as a hearing on the arguments
for and against oil shale or coal.)

Conclude the session with short oral
reports of the groups' new conclusions.

Tnachers who actually use these ma-
terials in the classroom4could-report
back to future workshops. Selected
workshop participants could 4b research
on the availability of local'resources.
(Check to see if a resource file exists
in the school district. If not, par-
ticipant:; may wish to start one.)



Handout5o

How to Use Local Problems and Resources
to Teach About, Energy .

Name of Recorder Date

DIRECTIONS: Ask group members to think o ideas as quickly as
possible. Accept and write all suggestions. Then move on to
the next question. Begin'by reading the first,question aloud.

1. What three or four local concerns most clearly reflect
national or global energy issues?

What resources now exist in the community (or region) that
can be used to teach about national energy issues?

3: What regional materials (print, graphics, film, etc.) now
exist that could be adapted for use in the classroom?
Illay might students find these.materials useful and
interesting?

7:5

7 3



6Workshop Planning Aids

s

1nthis chapter you will find a checklist for planning an
energy workshop, a list of guidelines for evaluating energy
curriculum materials and a form for participants to evaluate
your workshop.

The checklist is divided into three categories:
long range preparation, short range preparation and activities
4:o be performed on the day of the workshop. Although the
activities listed under each of these categories are in roughly
chronological order, they may not be in the best sequence for
your particular circumstances.

"Guidelines .for Evaluating Energy Curriculum Materials"
may be,mailed to participants prior to the-workshop.

The workshop evaluation form should be distributed to
participants on the day of the _workshop.



Checklist fr Planning an Energy Workshop

Longange

Decide on focul of workshop.

Identify who will be eligible to participate.

Secure a workshop location which has:
large room for group session
food services available
parking space
access.to office equipment and telephone
access for handicapped and elderly.

Find a local person to host or coordinate arrangements.

Construct a budget. Include items such as equipment
reritals, copying, mailing costs, food and beverages.
Consider fees for participants, pay for substitute
teachers, publicity.

Determine methods of attracting potential participants.

Prepare registration forms.

Order PEEC instructional materials well ahead of time.

Prepare a schedule, keeping in mind:
total number of participants
number of staff needed 1

number of rooms and space needed.

Line up speakers, workshop leaders and films.

Check with service personnel on mealtimes and menus.
Arrange for beverages during the sessions.

Make a list of necessary equipment:

Equipment
screens
projectors: -

overhead, slide, film

microphones
chalkboards
tape recorders
writing materials

Specifications Number

Consider potential problems such as illnesses or
bad weather that can change session dates. Arrange
for assist.ants to notify participants of short-notice
change in plans. 4
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Short Range

Prepare final list of participants.

Infurm workshop participants of the purpose of the
workshop and what is expected of them well in ad-
vance. Identify any materials particiPants should
bring to the workshop.

Mail a packet of matei.ials
including:

maps
schedules
sample units
list of fellow participants
preparatory reading......

to each participant,

Notify hosts and staff of final number of participants

PreDare all materials such as charts and laboratory
supplies.

Assign someone to run registration on day of workshop.

Prepare name tags.

Make one copy of workshop evaluation for each participant.

Assign someone to produce a workshop report apd to col-
lect and summarize workshop evaluations.

0
Become thoroughly familiar with material to bepresented.

Day of the Workshop

Put up signs for meeting rooms, dining areas and
special meetings.

Display a copy of schedule.

Check with service personnel on schedules for food and
beverages.

Make sure display materials are visible and labeled.

Make sure audio-visual equipm?nt is set up and functioning.

Yake sure seating arrangements reflect purpose of ses-
sions.

Arrange for reporters in each group to record ideas.
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Guidelines for ,Eya uating Energy Curniculurn Materias

General

1. Do the lessons,contain 4 clear statement about their
recommended or suggested role in the curriculum?

2. Are the materials clear about the task the student is
asked to do, or the approach the student is to take?

Do the, lessons adequately fulfill the requirements of
the stated goals or .objectives?

4. Do the materials appeal to student interests and con-
cerns?

5. Do you think sudents and teachersyill be motivated
to use the materials?

Usefulness of the ',earning Materials

1. Does the material fit fairly easily into the existing
curriculum?

2. Do they have immediate usefulness, i.e., is teacher
training needed first?

3. Do they include everything the teadher needs?

4. Is the material technically accurate?

5. Is it sufficiently different from that already
available in present texts or other sources to
justify its development?

Content Org(Kization (Scope (mid Sequence) k

A. Is the sequence logical?
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Are the materials usefill in both social studies and
science classes, or-iS their usefulness limited to
only one,of the disciplines?

3. Are adequate alternative methodologies presented?.

4. Are the examples and graphic materials sufficient
and pertinent?

r,

Evaluation

1. Are the evaluative suggestions useful? Are they in
line with the stated objectives?

2. Are the questions useful, i.e., do they invite criticz
thinking?

3. .1.re adequate answers supplied to the teachers?

Overall Assessment

1. In your judgement, how effective are thc materials?

How would you compensate for the deficiencie?

9. Are the topics covered of particular interest to
people in your region?

(,
L_J(

Additional Comments
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Workshop Eva tion

The,responses of workshop partic pants on this eval-
uation form will enable the staff to conduct more
effective rlessions in the future Responses,wifl be
confidential.

Indicate on the continuum ycair personal feelings at;out
the workshop by circling the number that comes closesc,
to your views.

0

1. The workshop site is:

inconvenient convenient

1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10

2. The workshop site'is:

uninspiring inspiring.
1 2. 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. sThe workshop facilities were:

unsatisfactory very satisfactory'
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4. The organization.Of this workshop wa,s:

rough with too .smooth with
many problems few problems

1 2 j 4 5 6 7 8 9 ).0

5. The workshop instructors:

'mere poorly arganized were well organized
1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

failed to consider.level put instruction on
of participants level of participants

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. How 'clear were the workshop objectives?

not at cal clear very clear
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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i. Did the activities meet the workshop objectives?

not well matched very well matched
1 2 3 ep 5 6 7 8 9 10

8. Was there enough time allotted to this workshop?

inadequate time more than
adequate time

1 2 3 4 5 6 78 9 10
;

9. How helpful were the workshop sessions?

Sess.ion A (or 1st hour)

no help very helpful
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Session B (or 2nd hour)

no help Very helvful
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Sessions C-E (or 3rd hour)

no help very helpful
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10

10. Other comments about the workshop:
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